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Biodeterioration of Stone Surfaces 2012-11-02 this is a timely volume in view of the

considerable interest currently shown in the preservation of our cultural heritage and the

extensive and growing literature on the subject unfortunately the latter is to be found in a wide

variety of published sources some aimed at a very specific readership and therefore not all

that accessible to those who need this resource the present volume draws together a

spectrum of biodeterioration work from across the world to provide an overview of the

materials examined and the methodologies employed to elucidate the nature of the problems

as well as an extensive and current bibliographical resource on lichen biodeterioration

biodeterioration of historical and culturally important stone substrata is a complex problem to

be addressed easy risk free solutions are simply not available to be dealt with by other than a

wide range of expertise successful resolution of this issue will inevitably require a

multidisciplinary effort where biologists work in close cooperation with ecologists geologists



geochemists crystallographers cultural property conservators archaeologists anthropologists

and historians in order to recommend the most effective management scheme the advantage

of this approach is obvious multidisciplinary management teams with good leadership can ask

more appropriate questions while developing much more thoughtful and informed decisions

The Materiality of Stone 2020-06-03 with wayne bennett from the silky wax qualities of the

surfaces of some quartz menhirs to the wood grain textures of others to the golden

honeycombed limestones of malta to the icy frozen waves of the cambrian sandstone of south

east sweden this book investigates the sensuous material qualities of stone tactile sensations

sonorous qualities colour and visual impressions are all shown to play a vital part in our

understanding of the power and significance of prehistoric monuments in relation to their

landscapes in the materiality of stone christopher tilley presents a radically new way of

analyzing the significance of both cultural and natural stone in prehistoric european



landscapes tilley s groundbreaking approach is to interpret human experience in a

multidimensional and sensuous human way rather than through an abstract analytical gaze

the studies range widely from the menhirs of prehistoric brittany to maltese neolithic temples

to bronze age rock carvings and cairns in southern sweden tilley leaves no stone unturned as

he also considers how the internal spaces and landscape settings are interpreted in relation to

artifacts substances and related places that were deeply meaningful to the people who

inhabited them and remain no less evocative today in its innovative approach to

understanding human experience through the tangible rocks and stone of our past the

materiality of stone is both a major theoretical and substantive contribution to the field of

material culture studies and the study of european prehistory

A Year of Stone Painting 2019-02-13 crafters can relish a new project every week with this full

color guide offering a wealth of inspirational and meditative themes the book presents 52



weekly words relax tranquil spirit dream believe accompanied by radiant mandala designs

A Treatise on the Blasting and Quarrying of Stone 2024-01-12 reprint of the original first

published in 1874

The Soul of Stone: Book I of the Cant'un Trilogy 2023-09-08 this is the legend of the love of

king vonter of cant un who is about to marry samjya a farmer s daughter unbeknown to him

two sorcerers battle each other to a supposed death and the victorious profoundly evil fragir

starts to move his ever growing forces against the peaceful citizens in king vonter s land the

wedding gets cancelled as he has to ride out to protect his people meanwhile the queen to be

isolated in the castle under attack embarks on an unsettling path of self discovery and a

talking squirrel risks everything in order to help mortals with fate defying consequences this is

book i of the cant un trilogy

An Introduction to Maintenance of Stone Masonry and Rubble Waterfront Structures



2021-03-13 introductory technical guidance for civil engineers marine engineers and

construction managers interested in waterfront structures here is what is discussed 1 stone

masonry structures 2 rubble mound structures 3 structures involving soil 4 steel components

protection

Royal Umbrellas of Stone: Memory, Politics, and Public Identity in Rajput Funerary Art

2015-08-25 in royal umbrellas of stone memory politics and public identity in rajput funerary

art melia belli bose provides a detailed analysis of rajput cenotaphs known as chatrīs lit

umbrellas

A Song of Stone 1998 with vivid prose and unswerving attention to historical detail the author

of empire of ashes spins a tale of two brothers who rise through spartan society and meet

their fate surrounded by the athenian navy on the barren island of sphacteria original

The Isle of Stone 2005 in this fifth novel in his series children of the last days michael o brien



explores the true meaning of poverty of spirit loosely based on the real lives of a number of

native north americans a cry of stone is the fictional account of the life of a native artist rose

wgbos abandoned as an infant rose is raised by her grandmother oldmary wgbos in the

remotest regions of the northern ontario wilderness the story covers a period from 1940 to

1973 chronicling rose s growth to womanhood her discovery of art her moving out into the

world of cities and sophisticated cultural circles above all it is the story of a soul who is

granted little of human strengths and resources yet who strives to love in all circumstances as

she searches for the ultimate meaning of her life she changes the lives of many people whom

she meets along the way o brien takes the reader deep into the heart of a small person there

he uncovers the beauty and struggles of a soul who wants only to create to help others to see

what she sees the story also explores the complex lies and false images the ambitions and

posturing that dominate much of contemporary culture and shows how these have contributed



to a loss of our understanding of the sacredness of each human life once again michael o

brien beautifully demonstrates that no matter how insignificant a person may be in the world s

eyes marvels and mysteries are to be found in everyone his central character rose is among

the despised and rejected of the earth yet her life bears witness to the greatness in man and

to his eternal destiny

A Cry of Stone 2009-09-03 evoking the narrative sweep of the clan of the cave bear and the

spiritual resonance of the celestine prophecy lambert creates an extraordinary debut novel of

prehistoric life the story of three wise women each called zena yet born thousands of

generations apart who live by the ways of love and compassion and explore the evolution of

the human body mind and soul

Circles of Stone 1998-12 why are some rocks simply tossed out of the way while others

regardless of their size are held as sacred mysterious and imbued with power humans since



the dawn of civilization have used stone to represent the holy both by fashioning sacred

symbols for themselves and by granting recognition to certain sites occurring naturally varner

shares his love of nature lore oral traditions folklore and ancient religious structures that are

still so abundant in the world and offers insights on the history and the technology of these

artifacts while touching on the importance of preserving a sense of reverence in today s world

this study examines the universal appeal of sites from the dome of the rock and stonehenge

to sites sacred to the inuit and the cherokees from the middle east to the american midwest

and the english midlands philosopher historian mircea eliade wrote a rock reveals itself to be

sacred because its very existence is a hierophany incompressible invulnerable it is that which

man is not it resists time its reality is coupled with perenniality the properties of stone were

recognized as unique early in humankind s rise to civilization even when cultures were

transitioning their technologies from stone to metal it was stone that was used for ritual and



other important acts early 20th century egyptologist wallis budge wrote in a tomb of the vith

dynasty at sakkrah when the egyptians had a good knowledge of working in metals we see in

a painting on the wall the act of circumcision being performed on a youth by an operator who

uses a flint knife little do the keepers of worry stones today realize that they are practicing one

of the ancient traditions of transferring their problems to an inanimate object this volume looks

at customs and traditions from around the world from the curious to the profound related to

stones large and small from prehistory to today

Menhirs, Dolmen, and Circles of Stone 2004 this book takes the reader on an extraordinary

journey using his skills as a dowser the author explores the realm of earth mysteries

megaliths ley lines barrows beacon hills and other ancient features and puts forward some

startling but nonetheless highly plausible ideas he reveals a view of our world that links past

and present a world that hints at a magical technology linking people and place a world



whose energies could perhaps have been harnessed in the past to improve the quality of life

it is also a plea for us to rediscover the profound connection with place that our ancestors

knew and to begin to heal a relationship with land that has been badly ravaged by the values

and assumptions of the modem world needles of stone has long and rightly been considered

a classic with the addition of new chapters this 30th anniversary edition allows the author to

bring the work up to date and gives him an opportunity to reflect on what has happened since

the book was first written

Stone 1894 of all prehistoric monuments few are more emotive than the great stone circles

that were built throughout britain and ireland from the tall elegant pointed monoliths of the

stones of stenness to the grandeur of stonehenge and the sarsen blocks at avebury circles of

stone exert a magnetic fascination to those who venture into their sphere in britain today more

people visit these structures than any other form of prehistoric monument and visitors stand in



awe at their scale and question how and why they were erected building the great stone

circles of the north looks at the enigmatic stone structures of scotland and investigates the

background of their construction and their cultural significance

Needles of Stone 2008 with wayne bennett from the silky wax qualities of the surfaces of

some quartz menhirs to the wood grain textures of others to the golden honeycombed

limestones of malta to the icy frozen waves of the cambrian sandstone of south east sweden

this book investigates the sensuous material qualities of stone tactile sensations sonorous

qualities colour and visual impressions are all shown to play a vital part in our understanding

of the power and significance of prehistoric monuments in relation to their landscapes in the

materiality of stone christopher tilley presents a radically new way of analyzing the significance

of both cultural and natural stone in prehistoric european landscapes tilley s groundbreaking

approach is to interpret human experience in a multidimensional and sensuous human way



rather than through an abstract analytical gaze the studies range widely from the menhirs of

prehistoric brittany to maltese neolithic temples to bronze age rock carvings and cairns in

southern sweden tilley leaves no stone unturned as he also considers how the internal spaces

and landscape settings are interpreted in relation to artifacts substances and related places

that were deeply meaningful to the people who inhabited them and remain no less evocative

today in its innovative approach to understanding human experience through the tangible

rocks and stone of our past the materiality of stone is both a major theoretical and substantive

contribution to the field of material culture studies and the study of european prehistory

Building the Great Stone Circles of the North 2013-11-30 this volume establishes a rich cross

disciplinary dialogue about the significance of stone in society across time and space the

material properties of stone have ensured its continuing importance however it is its materiality

which has mediated the relations between the individual society and stone bound up with the



physical properties of stone are ideas on identity value and understanding stone can act as a

medium through which these concepts are expressed and is tied to ideas such as

monumentality and remembrance its enduring character creating a link through generations to

both people and place this volume brings together a collection of seventeen papers which

draw on a range of diverse disciplines and approaches including archaeology anthropology

classics design and engineering fine arts geography history linguistics philosophy psychology

and sciences

The Materiality of Stone 2020-06-03 constructed in 1297 1300 for king edward i the

coronation chair ranks amongst the most remarkable and precious treasures to have survived

from the middle ages it incorporated in its seat a block of sandstone which the king seized at

scone following his victory over the scots in 1296 for centuries scottish kings had been

inaugurated on this symbolic stone of scone to which a copious mythology had also become



attached edward i presented the chair as a holy relic to the shrine of st edward the confessor

in westminster abbey and most english monarchs since the fourteenth century have been

crowned in it the last being hm queen elizabeth ii in 1953 the chair and the stone have had

eventful histories in addition to physical alterations they suffered abuse in the eighteenth

century suffragettes attached a bomb to them in 1914 they were hidden underground during

the second world war and both were damaged by the gang that sacrilegiously broke into

westminster abbey and stole the stone in 1950 it was recovered and restored to the chair but

since 1996 the stone has been exhibited on loan in edinburgh castle now somewhat battered

through age the chair was once highly ornate being embellished with gilding painting and

colored glass yet despite its profound historical significance until now it has never been the

subject of detailed archaeological recording moreover the remaining fragile decoration was in

need of urgent conservation which was carried out in 2010 12 accompanied by the first



holistic study of the chair and stone in 2013 the chair was redisplayed to celebrate the

diamond jubilee of the coronation of hm the queen the latest investigations have revealed and

documented the complex history of the chair it has been modified on several occasions and

the stone has been reshaped and much altered since it left scone this volume assembles for

the first time the complementary evidence derived from history archaeology and conservation

and presents a factual account of the coronation chair and the stone of scone not as separate

artifacts but as the entity that they have been for seven centuries their combined significance

to the british monarchy and state and to the history and archaeology of the english and

scottish nations is greater than the sum of their parts also published here for the first time is

the second coronation chair made for queen mary ii in 1689 finally accounts are given of the

various full size replica chairs in britain and canada along with a selection of the many models

in metal and ceramic which have been made during the last two centuries



Cultures of Stone 2020-07-14 stone s river the turning point of the civil war by wilson j vance

confederate enterprise energy and expectation were at their peak in 1862 no other year saw

the south with so promising prospects with plans of the campaign so bold with such resources

both latent and developed the armies were at their fullest strength for the flower of her youth

had not yet been destroyed in battle want and hunger had not yet begun to chill the hearts of

her people

The Coronation Chair and Stone of Scone 2013-06-02 for the first in human history one man

presides over an empire his status as overlord is unchallenged until he and his tribe hunt

down two brothers who are all that remain of a once proud and noble species the

neanderthals this encounter leads to a power shift that could spell the demise of a tribe

hundreds of miles away the only person capable of preventing this annihilation is arcan a

banished tribesman now the head of a loving family arcan must decide whether to risk



everything by helping the clan he once belonged to

Disquisition of the Stone and Gravel, the Nature of Their Formation in the Human Body

Clearly Explained, with Diagnostics for Distinguishing Those from Other Diseases of the

Kidnies, Bladder ... 1805 a variety of heroes fight for freedom and justice for the oppressed in

this fantasy book

Stone's River: The Turning-Point of the Civil War 2019-12-20 mark spragg s first novel is the

story of the lifelong friendship between two wyoming ranchers mceban and bennett and their

love for the same woman gretchen simpson gretchen is bennett s wife but as the novel opens

she has just spent the night with mceban she leaves them both for a new life but the two men

follow her on a journey across the american west though wyoming montana and idaho testing

the limits of their friendship and love

Bonds of Stone 2019-07-14 this volume brings together for the first time a significant body of



professor barnes scholarly writing on early korean state formation integrated so that

successive topics form a coherent overview of the problems and solutions in peninsular state

formation

The Rude Stone Monuments of Ireland. (Co. Sligo and the Island of Achill.) 1888 a european

nation not unlike bosnia armed forces roam the lawless land where dark columns of smoke

rise up from the surrounding farms and houses the war is ending perhaps ended but for the

castle and its occupants a young lord and lady the trouble is just beginning fearing an

invasion of soldiers the amorous couple takes to the road with the other refugees disguised in

rags but the brutal female lieutenant of an outlaw band of guerrillas has other ideas just hours

into their escape the fleeing aristocrats are delivered back to the castle where now prisoners

in their own home they become pawns in the lieutenant s dangerous game of desire deceit

and death a song of stone demonstrates iain banks s unique ability to combine gripping



narrative with a soaring voyaging imagination this noir fable confirms his reputation as the

master of things dark and debauched singular haunting and viciously wry a song of stone is a

tour de force of contemporary fiction

Scream of Stone 2007-01-01 six gifts of stone is a philoso fantasy novel about icarus

indifference and a war of colors
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